
LIPP Double-Seam technology and welded LIPP tanks 
have proven to be particularly suitable for bulk storage
applications in industry and agriculture. LIPP silos provide
a high level of stability and total leak-tightness and pro-
tect bulk materials from moisture. The smooth internal
walls of the silos are a benefit that pays dividends when
storing special media.

Fast On-Site Assembly
The LIPP Double-Seam-System is the fastest, most
 efficient and simplest procedure, to build tanks  flexibly 
at customer's location. LIPP Tanks are easy to assemble
on smallest space.

Behälter und Systemlösungen Tanks and System Solutions

LIPP Bulk Storage Silos
optimum storage for a wide variety of materials

Electricity plant in Germany: LIPP Bulk Storage Silos for storage of woodchips
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Wood chips plant in Germany:
LIPP Bulk Storage Silos for the storage of woodchips
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Agricultural Cooperative in Italy: LIPP Bulk Storage Silos for grain storage

Fast On-Site Assembly

Key Benefits

. Individually tailored to the customer’s 
requirements

. Flexible choice of materials

. Steplessly variable diameter and height 

. Smooth internal walls 

. Low investment costs 

. Long service life

. Consistently high quality worldwide

Specialised company

LIPP is a certified specialised
 company according to article 
19 of the German Water
Resources Act, ISO 9001:2015
and DIN EN 1090 EXC3, paying
particular attention to the
 durability of its products, a pro-
fessional execution and a solid
workmanship in every detail.

Materials

Galvanized/Black Steel

Possible materials on request: 
VERINOX 
Stainless Steel

Technical Data

Volume
from 100 to 12.000m³

Diameter
continuously variable 
from 3 to 40 m

Height
continuously variable 
from 2 to 40 m

Medium
bulk goods of all sorts

Exterior colour
freely selectable according 
to RAL

 Equipment

Openings and leadthroughs
of any size and shape can
be installed, even in the
event of subsequent upgra-
des.There is a wide range of
peripheral accessories avai-
lable for the technical
equipment of the tank:
. Roofs and Covers
. Tank and Roof insulation
. Gates, stairways, ladders, 
 platforms, connection 
 pieces, manholes, etc.


